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For millennia, our olive trees have been grown for the specific and unique best flavor of the fruit: the
olive. There are many different kinds of olive trees that produce olives but each type varies in color,
size, composition and taste. This also applies to the extra virgin olive oil they can produce. Besides
delicious accompaniment to many dishes, extra virgin olive oil is also the healthiest condiment
available to humans and it has the best medical properties that have long been documented and
proven. For these reasons, certain types of best olives are recognized and awarded more than
others: among them is the worldwide famous Koroneiki olive variety, which grows only in Greece
and mostly in Kalamata region.

What makes our olive and extra virgin olive oil â€œKoroneikiâ€• be different from dozens of other varieties
of olives and elevate their quality at the highest levels, is the unique growing method is applied here
in our mill. Unlike many other crops, there is no artificial irrigation and trees pruned intensively once
a year, mediating the volume of the branches to keep trees small. While in other parts of the usual
extra virgin olive oil production is about 10 liters per tree, in our Koroneiki variety produces only 1-3
liters of purest green gold extra virgin olive oil, the best quality on earth. The amount is sacrificed to
produce quality. The distinctive flavor, aroma and richness of our extra virgin olive oil producing
these olives are indeed very special and unique. This makes us the best manufacturer among the
big competition in our country and other Mediterranean producers.

1.	No other tree is identified with any region, as olive tree with the Mediterranean.

We meet the olive tree everywhere. Sometimes near the saltiness of the sea, sometimes to
withstand the harsh landscape of

summer in dry island slopes, and sometimes forming

vast forests and spectacular ecosystems. The golden

green color plays with sunlight of Greece.

Oliveâ€™s (oliver oil) tree form depicted on coins, in the famous

wall photos, penetrated to the cult and identified with cities, temples and

gods.

We could never imagine the Mediterranean without

Olives (oliver oil). And if we do, let's ponder how the culture and

evolution could be. What would be life itself when oliver tree missing from our lives?

The 'Miracle' of the Mediterranean: Greek Extra virgin olive oil - Elia.
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Oliveoil - About Author:
Extra a Organic virgin olive oil and Greek olive oil for hair, cooking oils. You can order extra virgin
olive oil samples or EXW, FOB and CIF prices. You can choose which package tou need Tin can,
glass bottle, 5 liter, 3 liter, 1 liter, 750ml, 500ml 250ml, your quantity and your country you want to
receive. a www.evoliveoil.gr
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